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notFOAM offers an eco-friendly mounting and backing board
solution for any framing application.

notFOAM is "not foam" because it is:
RECYCLABLE

notFOAM

standard foam

notFOAM can be recycled or sold to recycling companies and re-used
instead of filling dumpsters and paying large dumping fees.

RENEWABLE

notFOAM

standard foam

Trees for paper use to make notFOAM are farmed cyclically as a crop

REPULPABLE

notFOAM

standard foam

notFOAM Kraft features a buffered,
acid-free smooth white surface and a
natural kraft corrugation and backing.

Paper mills can efficiently use recycled material like notFOAM without a

intensive, inefficient to re-use and cannot be re-made into new foam due
to the breakdown of carbon chains.

COMPOSTABLE

notFOAM

standard foam

Pulp fiber used to make notFOAM breaks down naturally and easily. Foam,
however will last for centuries if not properly disposed of.

SUSTAINABLE

Certified Sourcing
www.sfiprogram.org

notFOAM

standard foam

All fiber used to produce notFOAM is certified under the Sustainable Forestry
Initiative. This ensures that all notFOAM materials come from recycled content
or certified managed forests by companies certified to the SFI 2015-2019 Fiber
Sourcing Standards.

PRODUCT DETAILS

The SFI Certified Sourcing label and claim do not
make claims about certified forest content. They tell
buyers and consumers that fiber in a product comes
from a company that is certified to the SFI 2015-2019
Fiber Sourcing Standard or comes from recycled content,
or from a certified forest. All fiber must be from
non-controversial sources. Certified sourcing is a defined
term in SFI Definitions (Section 13, SFI 2015-2019
Standards and Rules).

White buffered, acid-free surface with natural kraft corrugation and backing. Core comprised of E and B corrugated
to reduce visibility of flute lines and provide better smoothness and rigidity during mounting. Total thickness = 3/16".

ITEM NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

SIZE

NF3240
NF4060
NF4896

WHITE/KRAFT
WHITE/KRAFT
WHITE/KRAFT

32" X 40"
40" X 60"
48" X 96"

SHEETS PER BUNDLE
280
280
280

WT PER 100 SHEETS
150
290
540

Contact your Crescent Regional Sales Manager or Customer Support at 1-888-293-3956
or customersupport@crescentcardboard.com for more information or to place an order.
www.crescentpro.com
Crescent 100 W. Willow Road, Wheeling, IL 60090 USA
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